
Fashion & Lingerie



The IMAGINE collection was created with the quote in mind: “lingerie shouldn’t 
just be good, it should fit perfectly”. Our creative team focused on realistic 
and smooth body curves and thanks to our collaborations with well-known 
lingerie brands, we have the in-house ‘savoir-faire’.

The poses bring attention to your products in a subtle way and have the right 
dimensions to display multiple lingerie brands. Both the realistic body curves 
and the soft nude colour ease self-identification with the mannequins and 
increase desire towards the lingerie displayed. 

The carefully sculpted poses are a testimony of the attitude and sensual 
look of this collection. They empower your window display to make a unique 
statement and stand out from the competition.

Imagine perfection becoming reality.
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Anything you can
imagine is real.
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183 cm
38 cm
90 cm
65 cm
90 cm
10 cm

38 EU
39 EU

height
shoulders
chest
waist
hips
heel

clothes
shoes

height
shoulders
chest
waist
hips
heel

clothes
shoes

190 cm
48 cm
100 cm
79 cm
100 cm
2 cm

48 EU / M
43 EU

G E N E R A L  S I Z E S

 COLLECTION
Imagine an elegant woman with an irresistible confidence and a positive attitude.
This collection is made from plant based resin and supported by natural fibers. 
Standard available in a Light Skin (LSK) colour. The semi abstract head adds softness to 
the expressive and confident poses.

PREMIUM QUALITY

NON-TOXIC PAINT

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS  

SCRATCH RESISTANT FINISH

FEMALE MALE
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height: 184 cm
width: 46 cm
depth: 33 cm
breast: b-cup

IMAF02B_LSK

height: 180 cm
width: 46 cm
depth: 72 cm
breast: b-cup

IMAF01B_LSK

Confidence...

https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf01blsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin.htm
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf02blsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin.htm
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height: 184 cm
width: 46 cm
depth: 33 cm
breast: c-cup

height: 184 cm
width: 46 cm
depth: 33 cm
breast: d-cup

IMAF02C_LSK IMAF02D_LSK

https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf02dlsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin-d-cup.htm
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf02clsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin-c-cup.htm
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Perfect f it 
       for fashion...
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height: 178 cm
width: 37 cm
depth: 39 cm
breast: b-cup

height: 181 cm
width: 56 cm
depth: 35 cm
breast: b-cup

IMAF04B_LSKIMAF03B_LSK*

*only available upon minimum order request

https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf04blsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin.htm
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf03blsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin.htm
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This pose is offered 
with an extra right arm 
for more versatility 
in display option. 
Seductive and secretive 
or casual chic, this 
position will complement 
any window display for 
fashion or lingerie.

EXTRA ARM

height: 183 cm
width: 60 cm
depth: 40 cm
breast: b-cup

IMAF05B_LSK

height: 184 cm
width: 52 cm
depth: 72 cm
breast: b-cup

IMAF06B_LSK

https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf05blsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin.htm
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf06blsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin.htm
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height: 184 cm
width: 52 cm
depth: 72 cm
breast: d-cup

IMAF06D_LSK

*only available upon minimum order request

height: 182 cm
width: 38 cm
depth: 58 cm
breast: b-cup

IMAF07B_LSK*

Seductive.. .

https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine
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height: 133 cm
width: 77 cm
depth: 60 cm
breast: b-cup
seat height: 43 cm

IMAF08B_LSK

height: 184 cm
width: 43 cm
depth: 52 cm
breast: b-cup

IMAF09B_LSK

https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine/imaf08blsk-abstract-female-window-mannequin.htm
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine
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height: 163 cm
width: 52 cm
depth: 65 cm
breast: b-cup
seat height: 70 cm

height: 109 cm
width: 42 cm
depth: 67 cm
breast: b-cup

IMAF10B_LSK IMAF11B_LSK*

Express your brand DNA even stronger by 
making your own customized mannequin. 
Best Mannequins has its in-house 3D SCAN & 
PRINT studio to handle any of your inquiries. 
Our creative team will be glad to transform 
your ideas into a state-of-the-art mannequin. 
During the process you can count on our 

excellent and proactive service.

Everyone is
a maker.. .

*only available upon minimum order request

https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine
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Three cup sizes.. .

   B-CUP    C-CUP    D-CUP

Attitude...

As window mannequins are made of hard materials, our design team foresaw a small incline under 
the breast, so the ‘hard underline’ of the bra falls in automatically for the perfect lingerie display.
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height: 189 cm
width: 51 cm
depth: 48 cm

Designed to match with 

IMAF09B_LSK

IMAM51_LSK

height: 190 cm
width: 55 cm
depth: 42 cm

height: 189 cm
width: 55 cm
depth: 51 cm

IMAM52_LSK IMAM53_LSK

https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine
https://www.bestmannequins.be/en/webshop-1/window-mannequins/imagine
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Adding make-up, eyelashes, lipstick, freckles, … in 
combination with your desired body colour enable you to 
stimulate all senses of your voguish collections.

Customize the base and top your display by adding 
complementary accessories via the handaccessories pin. 
All of these options contribute towards boundless Visual 
Merchandising potential of your window mannequins. 

C O L O U R  O P T I O N S

WH
PURE WHITE

LSK
LIGHT SKIN

TSK
TANNED SKIN

Choose your style.. .

Fabulous
      makeup...

or any other RAL or NCS colour
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Removable heel with 
push/pull system.

Accessories pin for 
compatible models.

Swing leg system 
applied to facilitate 
dressing of fully built 
mannequins.

Round tempered glass base 
with foot and calf pin included.

O P T I O N S  A N D  A C C E S S O R I E S

FOOT PIN CALF PIN

    Pure 
beauty.. .

Calf-pin protector to 
prevent damage to calf.



Trade benefits at a glance

PREMIUM SERVICE

At Best Mannequins, you can count on a straightforward, personal 

and above all service-oriented approach. 

GRAND SHOWROOM

Get inspired in our grand showroom of 1500m². This is where our collections are 

brought to life.

LARGE STOCK

95% of the collections offered in our online shop are available in stock. 

So most products can be picked up or shipped immediately upon ordering.

WORLDWIDE SHIPMENT

Wherever your business or project is located on the globe, our logistic experts make 

sure your orders are delivered smoothly and without delays. 

3D CUSTOM-MADE DESIGN

Best Mannequins has its in-house 3D SCAN & PRINT studio. Our experienced 3D 

sculptor will be glad to transform your ideas into 3D visuals. 

Custom-made prototyping is now faster than ever before.

EXCELLENT SERVICE

In our in-house workshop, we offer you quality refurbishment and repairs of display 

mannequins, forms and metal displays. For an affordable price, 

a professional respray service is offered.

QUALITY AND RELIABILITY

At Best Mannequins there is a constant research for innovative and practical solutions 

which improve the functionality and durability of our products. We pioneer to offer you 

the most advanced fittings and best coatings on the market. Thanks to a rigorous 

quality control process, we achieve to guarantee you a consistent quality. Our sourcing 

knowhow allows us to produce at the most cost-efficient way so you can rely on us 

as a partner offering you the BEST quality/price ratio on the market.

SUSTAINABILITY

Best Mannequins is actively taking steps to implement innovative production solutions 

which reduce the impact on the environment and/or improve the working conditions 

in its factories. Instead of the conventional fiber reinforced polyester, we stimulate 

several more planet friendly raw materials such as bio-resin and recyclable plastics. 

Our showroom is carbon neutral and we are constantly working on more sustainable 

solutions such as our respray and repair service to boost the longevity of our products.



Splenterbeekstraat 2, 8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium
T +32 (0) 56 666 400

www.bestmannequins.be  |  sales@bestmannequins.be


